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ABSTRACT

R-loops are three-stranded nucleic acid structures
formed from the hybridization of RNA and DNA. In
2012, Ginno et al. introduced the first R-loop map-
ping method. Since that time, dozens of R-loop map-
ping studies have been conducted, yielding hun-
dreds of publicly available datasets. Current R-loop
databases provide only limited access to these data.
Moreover, no web tools for analyzing user-supplied
R-loop datasets have yet been described. In our re-
cent work, we reprocessed 810 R-loop mapping sam-
ples, building the largest R-loop data resource to
date. We also defined R-loop consensus regions
and developed a framework for R-loop data anal-
ysis. Now, we introduce RLBase, a user-friendly
database that provides the capability to (i) explore
hundreds of public R-loop mapping datasets, (ii) ex-
plore R-loop consensus regions, (iii) analyze user-
supplied data and (iv) download standardized and
reprocessed datasets. RLBase is directly accessi-
ble via the following URL: https://gccri.bishop-lab.
uthscsa.edu/shiny/rlbase/.

INTRODUCTION

R-loops are three stranded nucleic acid structures compris-
ing an RNA:DNA hybrid and displaced single-stranded
DNA (1). They occur as a byproduct of transcription at
some genes and can be promoted by a variety of factors,
including high G/C skew (2) and negative DNA superhe-
licity (3). Previous studies have implicated R-loops in a va-
riety of pathological consequences, including their potential
to promote replication stress (4), a phenomena observed in
hypertranscriptional cancers such as Ewing sarcoma (5–7).
Recent evidence has indicated that R-loops may also play
important physiological roles in regulating gene expression
(1), chromatin conformation (8) and ribosome biogenesis
(9). However, the dynamics of R-loops, the mechanisms of
their regulation, and the delineation between pathological
and physiological R-loops remain largely unclear (1,10).

R-loop mapping studies apply high-throughput sequenc-
ing (HTS) to examine the causes and consequences
of R-loops under differing biological conditions. In
2012, Ginno et al. introduced the first R-loop mapping
technique, DNA:RNA immunoprecipitation sequencing
(DRIP-Sequencing) (11). Since that time, >40 R-loop map-
ping studies have been conducted, yielding hundreds of
publicly available R-loop samples (12). In our recent work,
we mined 810 public R-loop mapping datasets, building
the largest standardized R-loop data resource to date (12).
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From this work, we defined consensus sites of R-loop for-
mation and developed a framework for the analysis of R-
loop data. With these analysis and data resources, we cre-
ated RLBase, a user-friendly database that provides the ca-
pability to (i) explore hundreds of R-loop mapping datasets,
(ii) explore R-loop regions, (iii) analyze R-loop mapping
datasets in the browser, and (iv) download processed and
standardized R-loop mapping data.

Of note, other R-loop databases have been previously
described (13–15). However, they provide only limited ca-
pability to access, explore and analyze R-loop data. The
first, R-loop DB, enables the exploration of computationally
predicted R-loop forming sequences (RLFS) along with
12 public R-loop mapping samples (14). However, it of-
fers no capability to analyze user-supplied R-loop data, and
data exploration is limited to a genome browser session.
The second application, R-loopAtlas, is limited to plant
genomes and, like R-loop DB, it only enables exploration
via a genome browser session (13). The most recent web
tool, R-loopBase, also only facilitates exploration of R-loop
samples through a genome browser interface; it does not en-
able users to download the reprocessed R-loop datasets; it
contains or analyze their own data; and while it is larger
than previous databases, it does not include most R-loop
mapping samples (15). Unlike all three previous web tools,
RLBase provides full access to hundreds of reprocessed
datasets, comprehensive tools for data exploration and in-
browser data analysis capabilities.

Taken together, RLBase is a novel web database that
provides R-loop biologists the valuable capability to ac-
cess, explore and analyze R-loop mapping data in their web
browser.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RLBase data (upstream)

The processed data stored in RLBase was generated us-
ing a long-running computational pipeline available in its
entirety in the RLBase-data GitHub repository (see Code
Availability). The steps for upstream data processing were
described in detail in our recent work (12). In addition to
those details previously described, the present work will
also describe the process of analyzing RNA-Sequencing
datasets.

RNA sequencing datasets. In cases where R-loop mapping
studies also provided matched RNA sequencing (RNA-
Seq) datasets, they were downloaded and quantified to as-
sess gene expression with RLPipes via the following proce-
dure: raw reads were downloaded and pre-processed using
the same procedure described in our recent work (12) up un-
til the genomic alignment step and then reads were quanti-
fied using the salmon pseudo aligner (16) to generate read
counts.

RLBase data (downstream)

Following generation of processed data files (peaks, cover-
age, expression quantification and quality statistics), down-
stream data processing was initiated to generate the final
RLBase data. This involved (i) RLFS analysis, (ii) quality

model building, (iii) sample classification, (iv) R-loop con-
sensus analysis, (v) peak annotation and enrichment test-
ing, (vi) Expression matrix generation, (vii) R-loop region
annotation, (viii) sample-level correlation analysis, (ix) R-
loop region abundance matrix generation, (x) calculating
R-loop/expression correlation, (xi) updating the RLBase
genome browser trackhub, (xii) RLSeq analysis of every
sample and (xiii) upload of all data to the RLBase Ama-
zon Web Services (AWS) S3 bucket. Notably, many of these
steps (i-v,viii) are described in detail in our previous work
(12). Therefore, the present work will describe only those
(vi,vii,ix-xiii), which have not been described elsewhere.

Gene expression compilation. As part of the RLBase pro-
cessing pipeline, RNA-Seq data from R-loop mapping stud-
ies were also analyzed. These data were quantified and
saved to the disk (see RLBase data (upstream)). Then,
the buildExpression.R script from the RLBase-data GitHub
repository (see Code Availability) was executed to convert
these quantification files to a SummarizedExperiment ob-
ject, from the SummarizedExperiment R package (17). The
procedure implemented in buildExpression.R followed these
steps: (i) all quantification files were imported using the
tximport function from the tximport R package (18) and
summarized to the gene level. (ii) The transcripts per mil-
lion (provided in each file) was log2 transformed. (iii) The
variance-stabilizing transform (VST) of the data was calcu-
lated via the vst function from the DESeq2 R package (19).
The count matrix, log2TPM matrix and VST matrix were
then combined using the SummarizedExperiment function
(17) and saved to disk.

R-loop region annotation. R-loop regions (RL regions)
were annotated via the rlregionsToFeatures.R script in the
RLBase-data repository (see Code availability). For catalyt-
ically dead RNase H1 (dRNH), S9.6 and combined RL re-
gions, the peaks were annotated with the hg38 genomic an-
notations previously described (see Genomic features) using
the bed intersect function from the valr R package (20).

R-loop region abundance calculation. R-loop region (RL
region) abundance was calculated within each human sam-
ple in RLBase using the rlregionCountMat.R script from
the RLBase-data GitHub repository (see Code availabil-
ity). RLBase sample alignment files (‘BAM’ format) were
processed with featureCounts from the Rsubread R pack-
age (21) to quantify the read counts from each within RL
regions. Then log2 RL regions per million (log2RLRPM)
was calculated using the same procedure for log2 tran-
script per million (log2TPM) calculation during gene ex-
pression analysis. Finally, the variance stabilizing transform
(VST) was used to calculate normalized counts via the vst
function from DESeq2 (19). The three resulting matrices,
raw counts, log2RLRPM and VST, were combined into
a SummarizedExperiment object using the SummarizedEx-
periment R package (17) and saved to disk.

R-loop region abundance correlation with gene expression.
Next, the rlExpCorr.R R script from the RLBase-data
GitHub repository (see Code availability) was used to cal-
culate the correlation of R-loop region (RL region) abun-
dance. The procedure used is describe below.
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Matching R-loop samples and expression samples. Some
R-loop mapping studies also had matched RNA-Seq data.
For each R-loop mapping sample, the ‘study’, ‘tissue’,
‘genotype’ and ‘other’ columns from the curated meta-
data were compared to the same column in the list of ex-
pression samples. If the values in all four columns were a
match with at least one expression sample, then those four
columns would be assigned as the ‘exp matchCond’ (ex-
pression match condition). If only three were available, then
they would become the ‘exp matchCond’. To see the order
in which columns were checked for possible matches, view
the buildExpression.R script in the RLBase-data GitHub
repo (see Code availability).

Summarizing results within match conditions. Once match
conditions were found, the R-loop abundance and gene ex-
pression data were summarized within them. Briefly, the R-
loop abundance (log2RLRPM) was averaged within any R-
loop mapping samples sharing the same ‘exp matchCond’
to create one summarized log2RLRPM value within each
exp matchCond – RL Region pairing. For the expres-
sion samples, genes were mapped to RL regions, and the
log2TPM was summed within them to create an RL re-
gion expression matrix. Then, the log2TPM within RL re-
gions was averaged within any expression samples sharing
an ‘exp matchCond’ to yield one summarized log2TPM
value within each exp matchCond – RL Region pairing.
Then, the Spearman correlation was calculated between
log2RLRPM and log2TPM across exp matchCond within
each RL region to yield a correlation estimate (Rho) and P
value within each RL region. P value adjustment was per-
formed using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure.

Building the RLBase genome browser session. The UCSC
genome browser (22) provides a user-friendly way for ex-
ploring genomic data in a web browser interface. A Track-
Hub is a collection of genomic data that can be visualized
and easily shared (23). To develop the RLBase TrackHub,
the buildGenomeBrowserHub.R script from the RLBase-
data GitHub repository was executed (see Code availabil-
ity). Briefly, this script is used to build all the HTML de-
scriptions for each human coverage track in RLBase along
with a ‘oneFile’ that ensures they will be accessed correctly
in the Genome Browser session. The oneFile was also aug-
mented to include the RL regions, along with regions of
high G or C skew (see Genome annotations), and RFLS (see
R-loop forming sequences).

Running RLSeq and data upload. Finally, for each sample
in RLBase which yielded called peaks, the RLSeq function
was executed (see RLSeq) and HTML reports were gener-
ated. These steps were executed as part of running the run-
RLSeq.R script from the RLBase-data GitHub repository
(see Code availability). The resulting RLRanges objects and
RLSeq HTML reports were uploaded to the RLBase AWS
S3 bucket along with all other processed data sets.

RLBase

RLBase is written in R shiny (24) and uses the RLBase
Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3 bucket as a back-end stor-

age solution. Notably, RLBase also includes extensive docu-
mentation that provides screenshots of all features with ver-
bose descriptions, along with terminology explained, and
FAQs. The following sections describe the features of RL-
Base and their methods.

RLBase datasets. RLBase contains standardized and re-
processed R-loop mapping data from 693 public samples
(RLBase v1.0). The data were found via manual cura-
tion and reprocessed from raw sequencing reads using the
RLPipes command-line tool (see Code availability). The
data processing workflow is fully documented in our pre-
vious work (12). The resulting data were then uploaded to
AWS S3 and made available publicly. The data and access
methods are fully described in the ‘Downloads’ section of
the RLBase web server. Following sample reprocessing, the
data were quality-controlled using the quality control ap-
proach developed in our previous work (12), which classi-
fies samples as ‘POS’ (expected to map R-loops) or ‘NEG’
(not expected to map R-loops). These classifications are
also provided in the RLBase datastore and the models are
accessible via the RLBase ‘Downloads’ page and through
the RLHub R package (see Code availability). After qual-
ity control, high-confidence samples were analyzed to de-
rive R-loop regions (RL regions), consensus sites of R-loop
formation across the human genome. For details on the pro-
cedure used to produce these regions, see the description in
our previous work (12). The RL regions can be downloaded
via the RLBase ‘Downloads’ page or through the RLHub R
package (see Code availability).

Samples. The ‘Samples’ page provides an interactive inter-
face for exploring the 693 samples (RLBase v1.0) contained
within RLBase. The interface for this tab is divided into
three sections: (i) RLBase Samples Table, (ii) Table Controls
and (iii) Outputs. The ‘RLBase Samples Table’ is an inter-
active, searchable, sortable, paginated table built with the
datatables JavaScript library (via the DT R package) (25).
It contains metadata for every sample in RLBase. Selecting
a row in the table will update the ‘Outputs’ automatically.
The ‘Table Controls’ are interactive user-interface (UI) el-
ements, which control the data displayed in the table and
in the outputs. The coordination between UI elements, ta-
ble row selection and changes in the ‘Outputs’ is due to the
built-in reactivity of R shiny (24). Caching is also employed
to improve the performance of this interface. Finally, the
‘Outputs’ display a wealth of information, data, and plots
that describe the samples (see Results, RLBase). The plots
are produced with the built-in plotting functions in RLSeq
(see RLSeq plotting functions) and with the plotly R package
(26).

R-Loop regions. The ‘R-Loop Regions’ page provides an
interactive interface for exploring the 64 418 R-loop regions
(RL regions) uncovered in RLBase v1.0 (see R-loop regions).
Like the ‘Samples’ page, it includes three sections which in-
teract via the reactivity within shiny (24): (i) RL Regions
Table, (ii) Table Controls and (iii) Outputs. The ‘RL Re-
gions Table’ displays the RL regions and their metadata (see
R-loop Regions). User-interface (UI) elements in the ‘Ta-
ble Controls’ filter the RL Regions Table based on criteria
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such as ‘Repetitive’ (overlaps with repetitive elements). The
‘Outputs’ show both an interactive summary of the RL re-
gion selected in the table and a plot showing the relation-
ship between RL region abundance (log2RLRPM) and RL
region expression (log2TPM) (see R-loop regions). Finally,
this page includes links to an interactive UCSC genome
browser session, which contains an interface for accessing
all available coverage tracks and RL region signal tracks.

Analyze. The ‘Analyze’ page provides an in-browser in-
terface for analyzing R-loop mapping data. The sample
entry form is used to describe the sample metadata and
upload peaks. Notably, no capability to upload coverage
tracks is provided due to the size limitations of the server.
Upon clicking the ‘Start’ button, a background R process is
launched using the r bg function from the callr R package
(27). Then, the following steps are performed: (i) A UUID
(universally unique identifier, via the uuid R package (28))
is assigned. (ii) The knitr R package (29) is used to render
a template Rhtml, which produces an HTML progress page
that is uploaded to the AWS S3 location for the user’s sam-
ple and which the user is prompted to open. The progress in-
dicator polls for updates using a custom JavaScript function
and then it updates progressively as the analysis proceeds.
(iii) A sweetalert (via the shinyWidgets R package (30)) is
displayed to alert the user that their sample is processing
and to show them the link for viewing the progress page. (iv)
The RLRanges function from the RLSeq package is used to
build the RLRanges object. (v) The RLSeq function is run
to process all results for the sample (see RLSeq). (vi) The re-
port function is implemented to knit an HTML report (see
report). (vii) The finished RLRanges, RLSeq HTML report,
and log files are all uploaded to the user’s directory (identi-
fied only by UUID) in the AWS S3 bucket. (8) The user is
alerted via sweetalert that their sample is ready. If there was
an error, knitr is used to knit the Rhtml error template and
this is uploaded instead of the results page along with all log
files to aid in debugging. For more information on the usage
and results of this analysis, see the Results-RLBase section.

Download. The RLBase ‘Download’ page provides con-
venient access to all processed data generated as part of the
RLBase-data workflow (see Code availability). Instructions
for bulk access via the AWS CLI are provided along with
fine-grained access options for ‘Processed data files’, ‘RL-
Hub downloads’ and ‘Raw and misc data’. The ‘Processed
data files’ tab provides an interactive, searchable table con-
structed with the DT R package (25) that provides down-
load links for processed data files, such as peaks and cov-
erage. The ‘RLHub downloads’ panel provides a table con-
structed with the kableExtra R package (31), which includes
direct links for downloading the data objects in RLHub as
well as the functions that can be used to access them via the
RLHub R package. The ‘Raw and misc data’ panel provides
an HTML-based guide to accessing raw and miscellaneous
datasets.

Documentation. The documentation for RLBase was writ-
ten in RMarkdown and knitted to an HTML file. The
HTML is included in the RLBase web application via an
iframe.

RESULTS

In our previous work, we reprocessed and standardized 810
R-loop mapping samples via a purpose-built computational
pipeline, RLPipes (Figure 1A) (12). From meta-analysis of
high-confidence R-loop samples, we also derived R-loop re-
gions (RL regions), sites of consensus R-loop formation.
We now present RLBase, a user-friendly webserver that fa-
cilitates the exploration of public R-loop mapping samples
and RL regions, access to standardized and reprocessed
datasets and the ability to analyze user-supplied R-loop
mapping data (Figure 1B). In the following sections, we will
describe the RLBase interface and core features.

Samples

The ‘Samples’ page (Supplementary Figure S1) provides the
capability to explore the 810 publicly available R-loop map-
ping datasets provided by RLBase. These public R-loop
mapping samples were reprocessed, standardized, quality
controlled, analyzed with genomic feature enrichment anal-
ysis, and then used to derive R-loop regions (RL regions),
sites of consensus R-loop formation (12). These analyses
yielded a wealth of data that RLBase provides for explo-
ration via the ‘Samples’ page (Supplementary Figure S1).
Notably, this exploration is interactive as it contains user
controls (Supplementary Figure S1A), an interactive data
table (Supplementary Figure S1B) and responsive outputs
(Supplementary Figure S1C) that provide the user with
the capability to select samples and browse the visualiza-
tions and data relevant to them (Figure 2). The sample
page output panel (Supplementary Figure S1C) contains: (i)
The ‘Summary’ panel (Supplementary Figure S2), (ii) The
‘Sample-sample comparison’ panel (Supplementary Figure
S3), (iii) The ‘Annotation’ panel (Supplementary Figure
S4), (iv) The ‘RLFS’ panel (Supplementary Figure S5), (v)
the ‘RL Regions’ panel (Supplementary Figure S6) and (vi)
the sample ‘Downloads’ panel. The following will describe
these outputs.

Summary. The summary panel provides a high-level
overview of all samples in the ‘RLBase Samples Table’ (Sup-
plementary Figure S2B-D) and of the specific sample se-
lected in that table (Supplementary Figure S2A). It is used
for examining the representation of various R-loop map-
ping modes, labels and predictions (Figure 2A) among the
samples selected via the ‘Table Controls’ (Supplementary
Figure S1A). From this interface, the user can also see the
summary results for the sample which they select in the ‘RL-
Base samples table’ (Supplementary Figures S1A and S2A).
From these results, the user can easily explore the data at a
high level and perform univariate analyses.

Sample–sample comparison. The next panel, ‘Sample–
sample comparison’ (Supplementary Figure S3), provides
the user with visualizations that reflect the similarities and
differences between the samples selected in the ‘Table Con-
trols’ (Supplementary Figure S1A) and reveals the rela-
tionship between these samples and the single sample that
is selected in the ‘RLBase Samples Table’ (Supplementary
Figure S1B). The primary visualizations are a sample-level
heatmap (Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure S3A) and
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Figure 1. RLBase overview. (A) Graphical illustration showing the processing steps for RLBase. 810 R-loop datasets were downloaded and reprocessed
using the RLPipes, RLHub and RLSeq software. RLBase is an R-shiny web database that was developed based on these software and data. (B) Graphical
illustration depicting the core functionality of RLBase. RLBase provides the capability to (i) explore R-loop mapping samples and generate summary
visualizations, (ii) explore R-loop regions and view them in the genome browser, (iii) analyze user-supplied R-loop mapping data in the browser and (iv)
download standardized and reprocessed R-loop mapping data.

a PCA plot (Supplementary Figure S3B). These plots use
the Pearson correlation between R-loop mapping samples
around high-confidence R-loop sites to reveal which sam-
ples are most similar with each other and which are most
different (12). These visualizations can be used to examine
how certain modalities differ from one another and show-
case the ‘false positive’ samples included in public R-loop
mapping data (samples that are expected to map R-loops
but likely do not). Moreover, they allow users to explore
how an individual sample of interest relates to all other sam-
ples within the selected data. This can be useful for evalu-
ating how a particular sample relates to those it should be
most alike.

Annotation. The ‘Annotation’ panel (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4) showcases the results obtained from running the

RLSeq featureEnrich function for each sample in the dataset
(see Availability). The tabs in the output interface (Supple-
mentary Figure S4B) control which annotations are dis-
played at any given time, the ‘Table Controls’ (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1A) control the background data present in
the plot, and the selected row in the ‘RLBase Samples Ta-
ble’ (Supplementary Figure S1B) controls which sample is
highlighted in the plots (Supplementary Figure S4C and
Figure 2C). Finally, the ‘Split’ selector controls whether
the data are split by sample prediction, sample label or
whether there is no split (Supplementary Figure S4A).
The plots display the distribution of feature enrichment
results across all samples selected, expressed in terms of
the log2 odds ratio from Fisher’s exact test (Figure 2C).
These plots allow the user to assess both the differences
found within the dataset across annotations and a spe-
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Figure 2. Select visualizations generated from RLBase. (A–E) Visualizations produced by RLBase with all modes, ‘Show labeled controls’ and ‘Show
predicted control’ and ‘hg38’ genome options selected in the ‘Table controls’. Additionally, the DRIPc sample SRX1070676 was selected in the ‘RLBase
Samples Table’. (A) Donut charts showing the proportions of samples by Mode, Label and Prediction. (B) The sample-sample correlation heatmap from
the ‘Sample-sample comparison’ panel. (C) Genomic feature plots showing the distribution of ENCODE cis-regulatory element (CRE) feature enrichment
within ‘POS’ (predicted to map R-loops) and ‘NEG’ (not predicted to map R-loops) samples. The user-selected sample (SRX1070676) is highlighted in
each feature. Abbreviations: CTCF, CTCF binding site; enhD, distal enhancer; enhP, enhancer–promoter; K4m3, H3K4me3 histone modification site;
prom, promoter site. (D) RLFS analysis plot with P value from permutation testing. (E) Venn diagram showing the overlap between selected sample ranges
(SRX1070676 peaks) and RL regions. P value and odds ratio from Fisher’s exact test.

cific sample of interest which they want to observe anno-
tations for. These results reveal novel relationships between
R-loops and genomic features and provide a useful quality
metric (12).

RLFS. R-loop forming sequences (RLFS) are genomic
regions favorable to the formation of R-loops (14,32).
Moreover, they can be used to assess R-loop mapping
sample quality (12). RLFS analysis was performed for

each sample in RLBase via the RLSeq analyzeRLFS func-
tion. The resulting analysis plot, generated via the RLSeq
plotRLFSRes function are provided for each sample in RL-
Base (Figure 2D and Supplementary Figure S5C). The
‘RLFS’ panel provides this plot along with other outputs
that can be used to assess sample quality (Supplementary
Figure S5): (i) a permutation testing plot (Supplementary
Figure S5B) as obtained from the plot method within the
regioneR package, (ii) an RLFS plot with Fourier trans-
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form applied (Supplementary Figure S5D), which pertains
to the features used by the quality model to render a qual-
ity prediction and (iii) a summary of the results from qual-
ity analysis (Supplementary Figure S5A). These results to-
gether give the user the ability to assess the quality of each
sample.

RL regions. R-loop regions (RL regions) are consensus
sites of R-loop formation discovered from the meta-analysis
of high-confidence R-loop mapping samples (12). The over-
lap of each sample in RLBase with these RL regions was
calculated via the RLSeq rlRegionTest function. The visu-
alization and full data table associated with these results is
provided in the ‘RL Regions’ panel (Supplementary Figure
S6). The visualization is a Venn diagram showing the over-
lap of the peaks in the user-selected sample with the RL
regions (Figure 2E and Supplementary Figure S6A). The
P value and odds ratio are derived from the Fisher’s exact
test. The RL region table is also provided (Supplementary
Figure S6B), which lists all the RL regions uncovered by
the peaks in the user-selected sample. These results provide
the user with the capability to explore the degree of over-
lap between RL regions with the sample they select. It also
allows the user to view the specific RL regions, which were
uncovered in the selected sample.

R-loop regions

The ‘R-Loop Regions’ tab (Supplementary Figure S7) pro-
vides the tools necessary to explore consensus sites of R-
loop formation (RL regions) derived from high-confidence
RLBase samples (12). These regions contain a wealth of
metadata, including their ID, genomic location, associated
genes and confidence level (Supplementary Figure S7B).
The user is provided with ‘Table Controls’ (Supplemen-
tary Figure S7A) that allow them to control which RL re-
gions are displayed and how gene names are shown. The
‘All genes’ checkbox allows the user to control whether all
genes overlapping an RL region are displayed, or whether
only well-annotated genes are shown (those which appear
in pathway databases). The ‘Repetitive regions’ checkbox
controls whether to show RL regions which overlap with
repetitive genomic sequences, such as pericentromeric re-
gions. Finally, the ‘Correlated with expression’ checkbox
will, if selected, only show the RL regions for which a sig-
nificant correlation between R-loop abundance and gene
expression was observed. The output panel (Supplemen-
tary Figure S7D) displays a summary of the RL region cur-
rently selected in the ‘RL Regions Table’ (Supplementary
Figure S7B) and displays a correlation plot showing the re-
lationship between R-loop abundance and gene expression
levels.

Finally, the RLBase UCSC genome browser session is
provided (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S7C). This
browser session provides access to all the human R-loop
mapping samples in RLBase along with consensus signal,
peaks, RL regions, RLFS and other relevant annotations.
Taken together, these features provide the user with the ca-
pability to explore RL regions, observe their association
with expression and view them alongside all other datasets
in RLBase in the UCSC genome browser.

Analyze

The ‘Analyze’ page (Supplementary Figure S8) provides
users with the ability to analyze their own R-loop map-
ping data in the browser without the need for bioinformatics
skill. To analyze their data, a user provides metadata about
the sample to be analyzed (Supplementary Figure S8A),
the peaks (in BED format) for the sample (Supplementary
Figure S8B) and agrees to the privacy policy (Supplemen-
tary Figure S8C). Having performed these steps, the user
selects ‘Start’ and launches the analysis job. The user is pre-
sented with the results link, which will show the progress
of the analysis and, when completed, will update to show
the analysis results (Supplementary Figure S9). The results
page contains a verbose description of the analysis (Supple-
mentary Figure S9A), the progress indicator (Supplemen-
tary Figure S9B), and a table with sample metadata and the
results (once available) (Supplementary Figure S9C). These
results contain the report which details the analysis results,
the RLRanges R data object which the user can load in an
R session for further analysis, and the logs generated by
the analysis, which are useful for debugging should an er-
ror be encountered. Taken together, the ‘Analyze’ page pro-
vides users with an easy and convenient in-browser interface
to the functions used for analysis, yielding quality reports
which have a permalink suitable for sharing.

Download and documentation

The ‘Download’ page provides direct links to download
all processed files associated with RLBase, including ver-
bose descriptions of each item and of programmatic meth-
ods for accessing these data. It also includes instructions
for how to download the alignment (BAM) files for each
sample and how to access processed datasets via the RL-
Hub R/Bioconductor package. Finally, the ‘Documenta-
tion’ page provides verbose descriptions of features and
addresses terminology and technical concepts, which may
need additional explanation.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

RLBase provides a user-friendly web interface for the ex-
ploration, access and analysis of R-loop datasets. However,
there are several key limitations which exist in the current
version of the database. Tissue types, modality and species of
origin: One key limitation of RLBase is that many modali-
ties, tissue types and species contain few samples represent-
ing them. This leads to biases that may degrade the utility
of the exploration and analysis tools for some use cases. As
discussed in our recent work (12), we addressed this lim-
itation by developing an online learning scheme that en-
ables rapid incorporation of new R-loop data as they be-
come available. With this scheme, we intend on updating
RLBase regularly to incorporate these new data. Over time,
this approach will improve the robustness of the RLBase
analysis and exploration features for those use cases. Analy-
sis of R-loop changes under perturbation conditions: The cur-
rent database contains a variety of R-loop samples from
both basal (e.g. untreated samples) and perturbed condi-
tions (e.g. drug-treated samples). No distinction is currently
made between these two types of samples. Moreover, no
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Figure 3. RLBase genome browser session. The browser session includes representative RLBase sample coverage tracks alongside S9.6 and dRNH con-
sensus signal, RL regions, CpG islands, R-loop forming sequences (RLFS) and ENCODE CREs. The screen capture shown here was taken in the area
surrounding the CALM2 gene.

tools are currently provided to enable the exploration of
how these perturbations impact R-loop dynamics, despite
the utility of such an analysis. It will remain for future ver-
sions of RLBase to provide these capabilities, especially as
more data becomes available with larger numbers of diverse
perturbations.

CONCLUSION

RLBase is a user-friendly web database for the exploration
and analysis of R-loop data. It provides the capability to
(i) explore reprocessed and standardized R-loop mapping
datasets, (ii) explore R-loop regions (consensus sites of R-
loop formation), (iii) analyze user-supplied R-loop datasets,
and (iv) download re-processed and standardized R-loop
data.

DATA AVAILABILITY

Data availability. All data are made available through the
RLHub R/Bioconductor package and the RLBase web in-
terface. RLBase URL: https://gccri.bishop-lab.uthscsa.edu/
rlbase/. RLHub URL: https://bioconductor.org/packages/
devel/data/experiment/html/RLHub.html.

Code availability. All software developed as part
of this project are available publicly under an MIT
license. Data processing scripts: https://github.com/
Bishop-Laboratory/RLBase-data. RLBase source code:
https://github.com/Bishop-Laboratory/RLBase. Addi-
tional software packages used include (i) RLSeq (available
via Bioconductor): https://bioconductor.org/packages/
devel/bioc/html/RLSeq.html, (ii) RLHub (available via
Bioconductor): https://bioconductor.org/packages/devel/

data/experiment/html/RLHub.html and (3) RLPipes (avail-
able via Bioconda): https://anaconda.org/bioconda/rlpipes.

All accessions for data used in RLBase are listed in Sup-
plementary Table S1 of our previous publication (12).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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